A Banach space X is called quasi-reflexive (of order n) if codimχ**τr(X) < + oo (codim^** π(X) = n), where π denotes the canonical embedding of X into its second conjugate X**. R. Herman and R. Whitley have shown that every quasireflexive space contains an infinite dimensional reflexive subspace. In this paper this result is extended by showing that if X is quasi-reflexive of order n and 0 ^ k ^ n then X contains a subspace which is quasi-reflexive of order h. 1* Preliminaries* Throughout this paper X will denote a Banach space, X* its first conjugate and X** its second conjugate.
The sequence {x^ in X is said to be basic if {x^ is a basis for , α TO . If {xj is a basic sequence we call the sequence {z n }, z n Φ 0 (^ = 1,2, •••)» a block basic sequence [1] of {xj if there exists a sequence of scalars (a τ ) and 0 = p, < p 2 < such that s n = Σi=%+i α*^* β y (1), {£ % } is a basic sequence.
If A and £ are subspaces of X we will write Aφΰ to denote the direct sum of A and 5, when for each x e [A, B] (where [A, B] denotes the closed span of A[JB) there exists unique aeA, βeB such that x = a + β. If I=i0JS and dim B = n (dim B = + oo) we write codim A -Λ = π (codim x A = + oo). We will also write codim X A = + oo if x has no subspace 5 such that X = A®B. To prove this theorem we need two lemmas. LEMMA 2.4. // {x i9 /J is a basic sequence and {^:
Proof. Without loss of generality let j = n. Let By (2) in Lemma 2.4 we can construct a block basic sequence {y % ) of {scj with the following properties: (4), (6) above it follows that # k + 1 < i ^ n. Assume there exist scalars a l9 a 2 , , a k and h e [h$ such that Σί=i a i9i = ^ Hence
But by (5) and (4) We say {x^} is fc-boundedly complete if codim B[x%) C(Xi) -k [8] .
We note that a basic sequence {Xi} is 0-boundedly complete if and only if {^} is boundedly complete [3] . LEMMA (8) there exist scalars a u a 2 , * ,a n and (u^y^ &C{y % ) such that
If {x^ is an n-boundedly complete basic sequence and {Zi} is a block basic sequence of {«τj then {z^ is k-boundedly complete
Thus we obtain 6r % = 0 and Thus by Lemma 1.1, {y m .} is (n -l)-boundedly complete. The existence of a O-boundedly complete block basic sequence again follows from [1, Thm. 3, p. 54] and [5] . For other results on ft-shrinking and ft-boundedly complete basic sequences see [4] .
3* Quasi-reflexive spaces* We will write Ord (X) = n to mean X is quasi-reflexive of order n.
Civin and Yood have shown [2] : Proof. By [6, p. 546] We note that we have also shown that each Y k has a basis. The author would like to thank the referee for his helpful suggestions.
